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EDITOR’S NOTE
When I was a girl, I set up a match-
making company called  Fantasy Couples. 
I designed my own brochures and left 
them around the school. At lunch, I 
offered a speed-dating service for grade 
sevens. Girls were encouraged to ask 
boys a series of make or break questions: 
Do you like dogs? How do you feel about 
tuckshop food? and, Would you ever think 
about cheating? Based on compatibility, 
participants were encouraged to either 
‘go for it’ or ‘proceed with caution’. Mrs 
Beg shut the business down when she 
caught some kids kissing. 
‘You’re a trouble-maker,’ she said.
‘You’re an enemy of love.’  
This issue of Rex—The Couples 
Issue—is an exercise in match-making. 
The pieces in this collection are 
romantically involved: fiction is coupled 
with mediations on the craft, poetry 
is accompanied with reflection, and 
interviews carefully paired. Some of 
our contributors are even in love. This 
marriage is not a radical idea. Aristotle’s 
poetry was part of his philosophy. Poe 
explained in detail the writing of The 
Raven. In Virginia Woolf’s diaries, we 
also read the critic. 
Even the Bible, the best-selling book 
of all time, still requires explanation. All 
writers, whether they like it or not, are 
part of a history of criticism. 
The real question is why surgery 
was performed to separate the two. For 
the possibility arises that our creative 
writing and our critical writing may 
exist together: they might even like each 
other. Just as precise points of latitude 
and longitude are needed for maps, and 
water and land for frogs, both creative 
and critical bearings are required of our 
craft. Some of us, of course, will prefer 
to stay single. And that is okay too. This 
issue of Rex hosts the conversation. It is 
a tribute to Mrs Beg.
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